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E (ABSTRACT)

The understanding of rail vehicle steady-state and dynamic curving has increased

substantially in the last few years. Contemporary curving models include such non-

linear effects as two-point contact, creep force saturation, and rail flexibility. The

usual approximation concerning the contact geometry is that the Iocalized wheel and

rail curvatures at the center of the contact patch are constant throughout the contact

patch. This approximation allows computation of contact stresses using Hertzian

theory, and it allows the computation of contact patch forces using one of Kalker’s

theories.

ln vehicle curving, contact usually occurs at or near the wheel flange, where the

wheel/rail contact geometry is non·Hertzian. Furthermore, after being in service for

some time, the wheel and rail profiles provide non·Hertzian geometry due to wear.

Both of these effects tend to invalidate the assumption of Hertzian contact geometry

in the contact region.

This work uses a generic wheelset model which is the basic component of any rail

vehicle model. The wheel/rail interaction is modelled using the finite element

method. The wheel is generated as a surface of revolution of its tread profile, and the



rail is generated as an extrusion of the rail head profile. Three—dimensional contact

elements are used to characterize the wheel/rail interface. A simple stick/slip friction

model is used wherein relative motion is permitted if the tangential force exceeds the

adhesion limit, and no relative motion occurs otherwise.

The results show that the finite element method was successfully used to solve the

static contact problem. Both Hertzian and non-Hertzian contact problems were ana-

Iyzed correctly. However, the application of the finite element method to the rolling

contact problem was not completely successful. The finite element method results

for tangential contact forces were about 25 percent lower than forces predicted by

Kalker’s theory. Recommendations for extending the analysis to solve the rolling

contact problem are made. The report includes a derivation of the wheelset steady-

state equations of motion, as well as a solution algorithm for the nonlinear, algebraic

equations. .
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Chapter 1 _

Introduction

1.1 Background

The performance of rail vehicles on curved track has been studied for over fifty years.

During curve negotiation, the performance of rail vehicles degrades significantly: fuel

consumption is increased due to increased rolling resistance; the rate of wear of the

wheels and rail is accelerated; the potential danger of derailment increases; and the

objectionable noise associated with flanging occurs.

Much of the work done in the study of rail vehicle dynamics during curve negotiation

has focused on steady-state curving. The assumption for steady·state curving is that

the vehicle negotiates a constant radius curve at a constant velocity. Thus the tran-

sient dynamic behavior associated with curve entry quickly reaches steady-state.
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In steady·curving analysis, the time varying terms of the vehicle differential equations

of motion vanish. Then the equations of motion reduce to a set of nonlinear, alge-

braic equations. These equations can be solved readily by a nonlinear equation

solver, such as Newton’s method for several variables.

Many sophisticated models have been developed to solve the steady-state curving

problem. These models include nonlinear suspension elements, rail lateral flexibility,

and two-point wheel/rail contact. However, steady-state curving models generally

use Kalker’s method (1967) to characterize the wheel/rail contact forces. Kalker’s

work in the wheel/rail contact mechanics field has been widely used by the rail in-

dustry for the past 20 years.

Kalker’s solution assumes that the wheel and the rail surfaces at the point of contact

have constant curvature. This geometry is referred to as Hertzian contact geometry.

This assumption is generally valid when the wheel and rail are new. Figure 1 shows

that both the wheel and rail profiles are made up of sections of constant radius.

However, after the wheel and rail are in service, they begin to wear. The curvature

of the worn wheel and rail profiles are generally no longer constant. Thus the as-

sumption of Hertzian contact geometry is invalid for worn wheels and rails.

Also, during curve negotiation, the wheelsets undergo large lateral motion relative to

the rail. The result is that the point of contact on the wheel is at or near the wheel

flange. As shown in Figure 1, the curvature of the wheel surface in this region

changes rapidly. Here again, the assumption of Hertzian contact geometry is invalid.

The purpose of the work reported here was to investigate the effect of non·Hertzian

contact geometry in the steady-state curving analysis. The finite element method

Introduction 2
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was investigated as a method to compute the wheel/rail contact forces. This method

can account for the non-Hertzian geometry effects in the creep forces. Thus, the

method has the potential to yield improved results in the analysis of worn wheels and

rails, and in the curving analysis.

1.2 Related Literature

The earliest works in rail vehicle curving analysis assumed steady·state curving

(Heumann, 1931 and Porter, 1935). These works were for rigid frame vehicles in tight

curves. ln these analyses, the flange and friction forces dominated the vehicle be-

havior. These early models Iacked a correct treatment of the shear forces that de-

velop when a wheel rolls with slip.

The relationship between slip and shear forces was established by Vermeulen and

Johnson (1964). Kalker (1969) developed a linear contact theory that allowed for the

calculation of the wheel/rail shear, or creep, forces. He later developed nonlinear

theories that included the effects of creep force saturation to the adhesion limit

(Kalker, 1979). Kalker’s early contact theories are all based on Hertzian contact ge-

ometry.

The present day rail vehicle curving models are based on the classical work of

Boocock (1969) and Newland (1969). These works developed a slmplified linear the-

ory for steady·state curving. In this theory, steering was provided by the creep forces

in conjunction with the wheel conicity. The theory demonstrated that steering could
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be achieved without flange contact. These theoretical models were limited due to

linearization. The results were valid only for large radius curves.

The linear theory was extended to include nonlinear effects. Elkins and Gostling

(1977) advanced a theory that included the effects of the real cross-sectional geom-

etry of the wheel and rail. Their model also included the saturation of the creep

forces to the adhesion limit, and their results were verified experimentally. Elkins

and Eickhoff (1979) extended this analysis to include traction and braking torques.

They also reported excellent agreement with experimental results.

These steady·state curving models assumed that each wheel made contact at a sin-

gle point on the rails. However, two~point flange contact can occur during curving for

many wheel and rail profiles. Marcotte, et al. (1981) used a simplified wheel profile

to account for the possibility of two-point contact. The profile was represented by two

different conical surfaces to model the tread and flange. Nagurka, et al. (1982) de-

veloped a sophisticated model to analyse curving with two-point contact. Their model

included the effects of the real wheel geometry, rail flexibility, and a nonlinear creep

force theory. Law, et al. (1986) used essentially the same scheme in their analysis

of the steady-state curving behavior of Iocomotives.

More recently, research has been conducted on the dynamic analysis of rail vehicles

in curves. These analyses are concerned with the transient behavior of the vehicle

in curve entry and exit, where the track transitions from tangent track to curved track.

Cooperrider and Law (1981) used a nonlinear, single·point contact vehicle model in

their study. Their results indicated that transient wheel/rail forces could develop that

were larger than predicted by the steady·state analysis. In some cases, the dynamic

variations persisted in the steady curve, and the steady-state condition was never
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reached. Nagurka, et al. (1984) used a nonlinear, two-point contact wheelset model

to study dynamic curving. Their results also indicated the presence of transient

wheel/rail forces that exceeded the steady values. However, their results ap-
.

proached steady values and substantiated the predictions of the steady-state analy-

sis.

All of the modern curving theories discussed here utilize one of Kalker’s creep force

laws. These laws are based on Hertzian contact geometry, i.e., that the contact patch

is elliptical. This assumption is invalid for wheel contact near the flange. The as-

sumption is also incorrect for worn wheel and rail profiles. Thus it is of interest to

investigate other methods of computing the creep forces.

Finite element methods have been developed that are capable of solving the general

problem of two bodies in contact. The basic condition of contact is that no material

overlap can occur between the two bodies. Two approaches are used to satisfy this

condition. ln the first approach, displacement constraints are imposed directly on the

governing equations. Bathe and Chaudhary (1985) used this approach in developing

a solution algorithm for planar and axisymmetric contact problems. Their algorithm

allowed for frictional sliding according to a Coulomb friction law. The contact condi-

tions were imposed using the total potential of the contact forces with the geometric

compatibility conditions. This Ieads to an extra system of equations involving the

contact nodes. The second approach to satisfy the impenetrability condition is to use

"gap" elements to couple possible areas of contact. Simons and Bergan (1986) used

this approach to develop a three·dimensional gap element for modelling contact with

slip and friction. The element uses a stiffness formulation to transfer forces and

model Coulomb friction.

Introduction
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1.3 Objectives

Solving the wheel/rail contact mechanics problem is the basis for studying rail vehi-

cle dynamics. This thesis investigates the effect of non-Hertzian contact geometry

on the rail vehicle steady-state curving solution. The finite element method is used

to model the wheel/rail interactlon.

There are three major objectives for this study:

1. Investigate the non-Hertzian contact problem using the finite element method.

Develop efficient pre- and post-processing algorithms for solving the contact

mechanics problem.

2. Derive the governing equations of motion for a rail vehicle on curved track. The

equations of motion should be valid for two regions of vehicle motion: single-

point wheel/rail contact and two-point wheel/rail contact (flanglng).

3. Solve the steady-state equations of motion. Compare the results obtained using

the finite element method to results published in the literature.

1.4 Organization of the Report

The remainder of this thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 contains a dis-

cussion of the mechanics of wheel/rail contact. Hertz's solution to the general con-

lntroduction 7



tact problem is presented, as well as Kalker’s solution to the rolling contact problem.

Then the finite element method solution for two bodies in contact is discussed.

Chapter 3 contains a derivation of the equations of motion for a rail vehicle on curved

track. The steady-state equations are obtained from the governing differential

equations. The equations of motion include the possibility of two-point contact.

The finite element analysis of the creep forces is discussed in Chapter 4. The finite

element model and analysis technique are presented. Several illustrative examples

are included.

An algorithm for solving the nonlinear, algebraic equations of motion is presented in

Chapter 5. The solution method is based on Newton’s method in several variables.

The report is summarized, and conclusions and recommendations for future research

are presented in Chapter 6.
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_ Chapter 2

Contact Mechanics of the Wheel!Rail Interface

When two bodies come into contact, they will generally touch at one or more points.

If the two bodies are rigid, then the location of contact can be represented by a point

of infinitesimally small area. However, if the bodies are elastic, then some deforma-

tion occurs around the point of contact. This creates a finite area of contact between

the two bodies. This area is referred to as the contact patch.

The subject of contact mechanics deals with the deformation and resulting forces of

two bodies in contact. Two types of forces act in the contact patch: normal forces

and shear forces. The normal forces transmit any normal load between the two

bodies. The shear forces are present when relative motion occurs between the two

bodies. The limiting value of the shear force is pN : the coefficient of friction multi-

plied by the normal load.

The shear forces are of particular importance in solving the rail vehicle dynamlcs

problem. These forces appear as generalized forces in the vehicle equations of mo-

.
Contact Mechanics of the WheelIRail Interface 9



tion. Thus, the solution of the contact problem is closely related to the solution of the

vehicle motion. lt is necessary to accurately determine the shear forces in order to

correctly solve the equations of motion.

This chapter discusses the solution of the contact patch mechanics problem. The

wheel/rail kinematics problem is discussed first. Hertz’s solution to the static contact

problem is presented next. Hertz solved the contact problem for two curved bodies

with constant curvature. This class of problems is referred to as Hertzian contact

geometry. Then, Kalker’s solution to the rolling contact problem is discussed.

KaIker's work is based on Hertz’s solution, and is restricted to Hertzian contact ge-

ometry. Kalker allows for relative motion between the two contacting bodies. Finally,

a finite element solution method to the contact problem is presented. The finite ele-

ment method can solve any geometrically admissible contact problem, and can allow

for relative motion between the contacting bodies.

2.1 Wheel/Rail Kinematics

The contact mechanics problem is strongly dependent on the shape of the two bodies

in the vicinity of contact. The profiles of the wheel and rail are usually known. Then

the contact geometry can be determined by finding the point of contact on each body

and the relative rotation between the bodies. Thus to solve the contact problem one

must be able to 1

•
determine the initial point of contact on the wheel and rail

Contact Mechanics of the Whee|IRail Interface 10



•
determine the geometry of the two bodies at this point.

Cooperrider, et al. (1975) developed the FORTRAN program WHRAIL to solve this

kinematics problem. ln WHRAIL, the wheelset and rail are treated as rigid, inelastic

bodies that lie in a vertical plane. As a planar rigid body, the wheelset has three

degrees of freedom. When the wheelset contacts the two rigid rails, two constraints

are provided. Then, the wheelset planar motion can be completely defined by the

lateral displacement. The wheelset roll angle and vertical displacement are con-

strained variables. The WHRAIL program determines the wheel/rail contact positions

and the wheelset roll angle as a function ofthe wheelset lateral displacement. Figure

2 shows sample output from the WHRAIL program. This example uses a new 33-inch

Canadian National A (CNA) wheel profile with a new 132-lb American Railway Engi-

neering Association (AREA) rail.
’

The WHRAIL program provides the necessary information to specify the contact ge-

ometry: the wheel/rail contact positions and the wheelset roll angle. This program

also produces other valuable data which will be used later in this report. These in-

clude the wheel/rail contact angles, used in the derivation of the wheelset equations

of motion in Chapter 3. Also, the creep force coefficients, used in the solution of the

equations in Chapter 5.

Contact Mechanics of the WheelIRail Interface 11
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2.2 Hertzian Contact Geometry

Hertz was the first person to solve the problem of two elastic bodies in contact (see

Figure 3). He worked on this problem while serving as an assistant to Helmholtz at

Berlin in 1881. Hertz was 24 years old at the time.

Hertz’s solution is based on assumptions of three types (Boresi, et al., 1978):

•
material properties

•
shape of the contact surface before loading

•
shape of the contact surface after loading

The materials of the two bodies are assumed to be homogeneous. isotropic, and lin-

early elastic. It is not required that the two bodies be of the same material.

The bodies are assumed to be curved, with two principal radii of curvature (see Fig-

ure 3). The radii of curvature are constant near the point of contact. When the two

bodies contact, they share a common normal which is perpendicular to a plane tan-

gent to the point of contact. Then the distance between corresponding points on the

two bodies can be approximated by (Boresi, et al., 1978):

z = Ax2 + af [2.1]

The locus of points with constant z is shown in Figure 4a. The parameters A and B

are given by Boresi, et al. (1978):

Contact Mechanics of the Whee|lRail Interface 13
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1 1 1A = — —— + —- _1 R<R1 R2) [226]

1 1 1B = — —— + —- [2.2112 ( R,1 R,2l ]

After loading, it is assumed that points that come into contact were originally

equidistant from the tangent plane. From equation 2.1, the Iocus of points with con-

stant distance z from the tangent plane lie on an ellipse. Thus the boundary of the

contact area is assumed to be an ellipse, given by (Boresi, et al., 1978):

2 2lg = 1 [2.61
a b

The constants a and b are the semi—radii of the contact ellipse.

After the load is applied, points far removed from the contact area move closer by a

distance 5 = 8, + 8, (see Figure 4b). This distance is referred to as the approach.

Points close to the contact area experience local compression effects. The variable

w, is defined as the deformation of point Q, on body 1 due to local compression, and

w, is defined positive away from the tangent plane. Similarly, w, is the deformation

of point Q, on body 2 due to local compression effects, and w, is defined positive

away from the tangent plane. Then the two corresponding points Q, and Q, move

closer by the amount 6 — (w, + w,) . lf the points Q, and Q, are within the contact

ellipse, their deformation is equal to their initial separation. This is given by:

6—(w,+w,)=z,+z,=z [2.4]

Contact Mechanics of the WheellRaiI Interface 16



The initial separation z is defined by equation 2.1. Substituting equation 2.1 into

equation 2.4 and solving for (w, + w2) yields:

W, + W2 = 6 + Axz + ef [2.6]

Equation 2.5 is the governing equation for the contact problem: the local deformation

is specified in terms of the load (approach) and the global coordinates. Hertz noted

that equation 2.5 had the same form as that of the Newtonian potential equation for

the attraction of an ellipsoid upon a point mass. This Newtonian potential function

satisfies the same differential equations that are required by the theory of elasticity.

The contact problem is solved by substituting into this potential function the stresses

at the contact surface instead of the mass, etc. (Boresi, et al., 1978).

The solution for the stress and deflection field are in terms of the elliptic integrals.

These integrals must be evaluated numerically or be found using a lookup table.

Thus the exact equations for the contact stresses and approach are difficult to em-

ploy.

Alternatively, a graphical method based upon previously computed elliptic integrals

can be used to facilitate the solution of the contact problem. ln this method the el-

liptic integrals are replaced by constants. The constants are graphed as a function

of the geometry parameter -ä— . This method will be used in Chapter 4 to verify the

finlte element results for the contact problem. The equations used in the verification

are summarized below for reference (Boresi, et al, 1978).

The semi·radii of the contact ellipse are given by:

Contact Mechanics of the Whee|IRai| Interface 17



a = éb
[2.6]

3 ji
b = cw PA

where
1 — vz 1 — z

A = 1 ( I + V2)
A + B E, E,

E,_, = Young’s modulus for bodies 1 and 2, respectively

v,‘, = Poisson’s ratio for bodies 1 and 2, respectively

The constants k and c, are plotted in Figure 5 as a function of

The maximum principal stress is the stress normal to the tangent plane at the center

of the contact ellipse. lt is given by:

b6,,,,,, = CAF) [2.7]

The constant c, is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of -2- .

The maximum shearing stress is given by:

b1,,,,, = CAF) [2.6]

The maximum octahedral shearing stress is given by:

b
A

The maximum shearing stress r,„,,, occurs inside the body some distance from the

center of the contact ellipse. This distance z, is:

Contact Mechanics of the WheeIIRail Interface 18
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zs = czsb [2.10]

The constants c, , c„, and c„ are shown in Figure 5 as a function of .

2.3 Rolling Contact Force Model

The important phenomenon of a wheel rolling with creepage is introduced in this

section. Creepage, or slip, is defined as the relative velocity between the wheel and

the rail in the contact patch divided by the speed of the contact patch. Creepage

gives rise to creep forces acting on the wheel. The creep forces govern the behavior

of the wheel, and thus the vehicle. In the following, creepage and creep force models

are examined.

A wheel rolling on a surface can exhibit three states of slip, as shown in Figure 6. ln

the first case shown in the figure, the wheel rolls "perfectly". Thus every part of the

wheel in the contact patch adheres to a corresponding point on the surface. There

is no relative velocity between the wheel and the surface. Thus no creep forces are

generated in the contact patch.

In the second case shown in Figure 6, part of the wheel in the contact patch adheres

to the surface while the rest of the wheel slips. An example of this case occurs when

the vehicle is accelerating or braking. The resulting creep forces are traction and

braking forces, respectively. Another example is a rail vehicle on curved track. The
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wheelset in this case develops large creepages. The resulting creep forces act to

balance the centrifugal forces on the wheelset.

In the third case shown in Figure 6, the entire wheel in the contact patch slips relative

to the surface. An example of this case occurs when the vehicle is braking and the

wheels lock. Then the wheel slides on the surface; no point on the wheel in the

contact patch adheres to the rail. Another example of this case occurs in severe

curving where flanging occurs. Then the wheel flange slips relative the rail head.

The creep forces generated in both these examples are saturated frictlon forces, uN.

Most of the current research in rail vehicle dynamics relies on Kalker’s creep force

models. Kalker’s theories include the linear theory, the simplified theory and the

"exact" numerical theory (Shen, et al., 1983). ln the linear theory, the creep force is

Iinearly proportional to the the creepage. ln the simplified theory, the tangential

traction is proportional to the tangential displacements. This model is incorporated

in the computer program FASTSIM. The "exact" numerical solution is incorporated

in the computer program DUVORAL.

The linear creep theory is the most convenlent for dynamic analysis. This theory re-

Iates the creep forces and moments to the creepages as follows (Davila, 1986):

PLC, = S’cc,,;LC, [2.11]

MSP = —¤°@C2SCLA + C4GC33;SP

where,

FLA = Iateral creep force

FLC, = longitudinal creep force
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MS, =spin creep moment

QL, = lateral creepage

QL, = Iongitudinal creepage

QS, = spin creepage

C, = Ka|ker’s nondimensional creep coefficients

G =combined modulus of rigidity

1/G, + 1/G,

cG,

and G, are the shear moduli of bodies 1 and 2, respectively. a and b are the

semi-radii of the contact ellipse found by Hertz’s solution. The creep forces in

equation 2.11 can be expressed in matrix form:

FLA F11 F12 O CLA

MSP = - —F1P F22 ¤ :SP [212]
FLO 0 0 Fes CLo

where,

F,, = —c'GC,,

F,, = —c°GC,,

F,, = —c‘GC„

F„ = —c2GC,,

The major drawback of the linear theory is that it does not include the friction satu-

ration effect, F S uN . In a curving analysis this effect is very important. Large

creepages develop resulting in saturated creep forces. Shen (1983) includes a survey

of three creep force models that provide for saturation. These are Kalker’s simplified
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theory and "exact" theory, and a "Heuristic" nonlinear creep force model. The satu-

ration characteristics of these three models are compared in Figure 7. ln the next

section, the finite element method is discussed as an alternative solution to the creep

force problem.

2.4 Finite Element Method Contact Model

This section provides a brief overview of how the contact conditions are determined

by the finite element method. The finite element theory is well documented in the

literature (Bathe, 1982 and Reddy, 1984). It is beyond the scope of this report to do

an in-depth study of the finite element theory. Thus this section is limited to the for-

mulation of the contact problem. The solution algorithm incorporated in the ABAQUS

finite element program is described.

ln the finite element method, the geometry of the two bodies in contact is defined by

a mesh of nodes. The external forces acting on the bodies and the displacement

boundary conditions are specified with respect to these nodes. The two bodies are

referred to arbitrarily as the contactor body and the target body (see Figure Ba).

The basic condition of contact along the contact surfaces is that no material overlap

can occur (see Figure 8b). When overlap is detected, contact forces develop in the

region of contact (see Figure 8c). These forces act upon the two bodies to remove

the overlap. This procedure is performed iteratively until an equilibrlum solution is

reached.
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There are two types of contact forces that act in the contact region: normal and

tangential forces. The normal forces are compressive only; tensile normal forces are

not permitted. The tangential forces satisfy a law of frictional resistance, usually the

Coulomb law of friction (ABAQUS User’s Manual, 1985).

The Coulomb law of friction is a simple ’stick-slip' friction model. lt is characterized
I

by the coefficient of friction, It . The tangential force developed along the contact

surface is denoted by Q. There is no relative motion between two adjacent particles

on the two bodies in contact as long as IQ] S uN , where N is the compressive

normal force. This is the ’stick’ condition. Once IQ] exceeds uN , then the two

particles move relative to one another. This is the ’sIip’ condition. Relative motion

between two adjacent particles continues as long as the tangential force is developed

to equal uN . Once the developed tangential traction drops below the friction limit,

the relative motion between the adjacent particles stops.

The finite element contact equations are derived using a Lagrange multiplier method.

With this method, an additional equation is generated for a node when contact is de-

tected. A node is assumed to be in contact if one of two conditions is satisfied

(ABAOUS User’s Manual, 1985):

•
the contactor node has penetrated the target body in the previous iteration

•
the normal force acting at a node already in contact is positive.

In the first case, the contact force at the node at the beginning of the iteration is zero.

The normal contact force is generated during the iteration when overlap is elimi-

nated. The following constraint condition is introduced:
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Nm) = 0 [2.16]

where,

N = Lagrange multlplier; normal force at node in contact

A = overlap at node in contact

lf the normal force ls tensile, then the node is released from contact in the following

iteration.

The differential strain measure for a node in contact can be decomposed into an

elastic component and a sliding component (ABAQUS Theory Manual, 1984):

dg = dgal. + dgst
[214]ds = [de- dw du]

where,

s, = normal strain measure, positive in compression

c§L = 0

y,_, = tangential strain measure

The strain measure dg; is measured in a local coordinate system which may be ro-

tating.

The tangential shear forces acting at a node in contact are defined by the following

stiffness equation:

stdo, = Gdya tz = 1,2 [2.16]

where,

Q, = shear forces
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G = shear stiffness—in-stick coefficient

The shear forces are proportional to the elastic component of the strain measure.

The magnitude of the shear forces cannot exceed the friction limit. Thus, the shear

forces are subject to a yield condition which can be stated as:

.L
(Q1Q, + Q202)2 — uN = 0 [2.16]

The shear forces defined above exhiblt an elastic·perfectly plastic behavior, as shown

in Figure 9. When the magnitude of the shear forces exceeds the friction limit, the

contactor node slides relative to the target node. The sliding component of the strain

measure is computed according to a flow rule given by:

Ody$L = dl; [2.17]ClThe

term dk represents the rate of sliding of the node (ABAQUS Theory Manual, 1984

and HKS, 1987).

The algorithm for solving the nonlinear finite element equations can be summarized

as follows (HKS, 1987):

1. update the stiffness matrix and loads

2. compute displacements; compute overlap at contact element nodes

3. compute strains

1 4. compute stresses

*
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5. check equilibrium

These steps are repeated iteratively until equilibrium is satisfied to within a specified

tolerance.

2.5 Summary

ln order to solve the wheelset curving problem, it is necessary to:

•
solve the wheel/rail kinematic constraint problem

•
determine the wheel/rail contact forces

This chapter discussed methods for solvlng the above two tasks. First, the WHRAIL

program was presented as a means for solvlng the kinematic constraint problem.

WHRAIL determines the various wheel/rail constraint variables as a function of the

wheelset Iateral displacement. Next, Hertz’s solution to the static contact problem

was discussed. His solution was for two curved bodies with constant curvature.

Finally, two methods for solvlng the rolling contact problem were presented. Kalker’s

theories are based on Hertzian contact geometry. The finite element method can be

used to solve any geometrically admissible contact problem. ln Chapter 4, the finite

element method is used to solve the static and rolling wheel/rail contact problem.

KaIker’s linear theory is used in Chapter 5 to solve an example curving problem.
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Chapter 3

Wheelset Mechanics During Curving

The wheelset is the most important component of any rail vehicle model. The inter-

action of the vehicle and the track is accounted for in the wheelset model. Thus the

wheelset merits special study.

The equations of motion for a wheelset on curved track are derived in this chapter.

The equations are obtained using Newton’s Second Law of Motion and Euler’s

Equations. The steady-state equations of motion are found from these differential

equations.
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3.1 Wheelset Reference Frames

The coordinate systems used to derive the governing equations are shown in Figure

10. In this figure, a wheelset is shown traversing a curve of radius R with constant

velocity V. There is an inertial reference frame, {n}, fixed at the center of the curve,

point
’O’.

The reference frame {a} is a rotating frame whose origin is at point
’O’.

Reference

frame {a} follows the wheelset as it traverses the curve. Thus the a, axis remains

pointed at the wheelset center of mass. The frame has an angular velocity of

@^ = — -ä-Ä Z .

The reference frame {t} is aligned with the track. The origin of {t} moves along the

track centerline as {t} rotates with frame {a}. The two reference frames have the

same angular velocity: gg' = gf .

The components of {t} can be expressed in terms of {a}. The transformation is given

by:

ti} = [R3l<i>sEl]{a} [6.1]

where [R,(q>$Z)] is the transformation matrix

cos i„oSE sin <pSE 0

KR3l<i>sEl] = — Sin (Psa ¤¤S ws; ¤ [3-2]
0 0 1
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The angle 1psE is the superelevation angle.

The reference frame {c} is a rotating frame whose origin is at the wheelset center of

mass. The reference frame {c} is rotated by an angle 9 from the {t} frame. This ro-

tation is the wheelset "yaw”. The reference frame {c} has an angular velocity of

gc = + gf .

The components of {c} can be expressed in terms of the {t} frame. The transforma-

tion is given by:

{C} = [R2l9>]{t} [6.6]

where [R,(9)] is the transformation matrix

cos 9 O — sin 9

[12,19)] = 0 1 0 [6.4]

sin 9 0 cos 9

The reference system {b} is aligned with the wheelset and fixed at the wheelset

center of mass. The b, axis coincides with the wheelset axis of revolution. The ref-

erence frame {b} is rotated by an angle tp from the {c} system. This rotation is the

wheelset "ro||". Thus, the reference system {b} has an angular velocity

s0°=<1>§„+s„0°+0a’- ·

The components of {b} can be expressed in terms of the {t} frame. The transforma-

tion is given by:

{bi = [R3<«1»>]{<=} = [R3<<p>][¤2<®>]{1} [6.6]
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The usual approximation is that the yaw and roll angles are small (Nagurka, 1983).

Then equation 3.5 becomes:

1 cp — 9

{b} = — tp 1 0 {t} [3.6]

9 O 1

The normal and tangential directions at the contact patch are specified by the contact

patch axes. The reference frames {e,} and {e,,} denote the contact patch axes for the

left and right wheel, respectively. These frames are rotated from the the {t} frame

as shown below and in Figure 10.

{6,} = [R3(«p + 6,)] {t} [wa]

{e,,} = [R3(<p — 6,,)] {t} [6.71:;]

The angles 8, and 8,, are the contact angles at the left and right wheels, respectively.

The contact angle is the angle between the plane of the contact patch and the axis

of the wheelset.

3.2 Single-Point WheeIlRaiI Contact

The free-body diagram for a wheelset on a curved track is shown in Figure 11. The

creep forces and moment at the left and right wheel are denoted by F,,,L·R , F,,,LR , and

MSPLR . The normal forces at the left and right wheels are denoted by N, and N,, , re-
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spectively. The normal forces are not known a priori and thus are treated as un-

knowns.

There are five unknowns in this problem: the lateral displacement, x; the yaw angle,

6 ; the normal forces, NL and NR ; and the steady·state change in the spin angular

velocity, Five equations can be written to solve for the unknowns. These are:

•
lateral equation XFR = mx

•
yaw equation = l„Ö

•
vertical equation XFR = my

•
roll equation XML = Iuip

•
spin equation XML = l,,ß

In the following, each of the above equations is derived using Newton’s Second Law

of Motion or Euler’s Equations.

Lateral Equation

From Figure 10, the position vector of the wheelset center of mass is given by:

L = [R + xlä 1 [3-8]
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The acceleration in the inertial reference frame is found by using the transport theo·

rem to differentiate equation 3.8. The transport theorem is given by (Meirovitch,

1970y

x 10 [6.9]

The superscripts N and A refer to the inertial reference frame {n} and local reference

frame {a}, respectively. Equation 3.8 is differentiated twice to yield the acceleration.

The results are shown below, assuming x < < R :

_ _ N d _ _A A1;- F;-x;,+V;, [6.10]

.. d . .. V2 A V" AL=NFFL=|iX—··?]ä1+2—%ä3 [3-11]

The acceleration can be expressed in the {t} coordinate frame by making use of the

transformation in equation 3.1. Assuming small angles, the acceleration is:

.. .. V2
^ .. V2

^
V' ^

The forces acting on the wheelset are shown in Figure 11. The contact forces are

expressed in the contact patch reference frames:

Left Wheel EL = FULL? 1L +
NL§^RightWheel ER = FLARe LR + NRQ QR + FLORg QR

These force vectors are transformed to the track axes {t} using equation 3.7. The

1 resulting forces are:
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EL = [FLAL 00s(1p + SL) — NL sin(«pA
A 3.14a]

+ [NL cos(q> + SL) + FURLsin(<p + SL)]t 2 + FLOLt 2

ER = [F1„R,,¤¤Si<1> — SR1 — NR Si¤i<1> — 6R>]i „
A A [3.14b]

+ [NR 0os(q> — SR) + Fl-AR sin(<p — SR)]t 2 + FLOAt 2

The weight of the wheelset acts through the centroid: Ew = —mgä 2 . This

gravitational force is transformed to the track axes using equation 3.1:

Ew = —mg sin 2
— mg cos 2 [3.140]

The Iateral equation of motion is obtained by summing the forces in the t, direction

and applying Newton's Second Law. Using equations 3.12 and 3.14, the Iateral

equation is:

.. V2
m(x —

TA-)
= FLAL cos(q> + SL) + FLAR cos(<p - SR)

[6.16]
— NL s•n(<p + SL) — NR sin(q> — SR) — mg<p2E

Vertical Equation

The derivation of the vertical equation of motion is similar to that for the Iateral

equation. The vertical equation is obtained by equating the acceleration in the bz di~

rection to the sum ofthe forces in the b2 direction. Using equations 3.12 and 3.14, the

vertical equation is:

.. V2 . .
-m(x FLAL s1n(<p + SL) + FLAA sin(<p — SR)

[6.16]
+ NL cos(1p + SL) + NR cos(«p — SR) — mg
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Yaw Equation

The yaw equation is found by using Euler’s equations of motion. These equations

state that the sum of the moments acting on a rigid body is equal to the time rate of

change of the angular momentum vector. This law is expressed below:

ZM. = B [3.17]

where,

ZM = sum of the moment vectors

)jI_ = time rate of change of the momentum vector

The angular momentum is given by (Meirovitch, 1970):

5 = [ · Q [3.16]

where,

[ = inertiatensor

Q = angular velocity vector

The time rate of change of the angular momentum is found by using the Transport

theorem, equation 3.9:

[3-19]
“

6 . . . .
'

.
where E- denotes differentiation with respect to the rotating reference frame axes.

lf the inertia tensor is computed with respect to the principal axes, then the products

of inertia vanish. The result is that the inertia tensor is diagonal. The wheelset axes

{b} correspond to the wheelset principal axes.
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The wheelset angular velocity vector is defined as follows. The wheelset spins about

the b, axis with an angular velocity of $2 The angular velocity QB for the {b}

coordinate system was defined in Section 3.1. Then the wheelset angular velocity is

given by:

_ - A B = · · A A _ iA2, Ra, 3.20

Using the transformations given by equations 3.1 and 3.5, the angular velocity can be

written in terms of the {b} coordinate system. Assuming small angles, the result is:

The time derivative of gf is given by:

B d — ..^ •-
^

..
^EQ-pg,+0g2+q>;,3 [2.22]

Substituting equations 3.21-3.22 into equation 3.19 yields an expression for the time

rate of change of the angular momentum. This expression is simplified by the sym-

metry of the wheelset (I, = I,). and by ignoring small gyroscopic terms. Then 5 can

be written as:

lil=l,B§,+¤,ö §,+¤,£;$§, [2.22]

This expression can be transformed to the track axes using equation 3.6. Assuming

small anglesz
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Next, the moment vector about the wheelset centroid is defined. The forces acting

on the wheelset are given in equation 3.14. Also, referring to Figure 11, the creep

spin moments MSPLR must be considered. These are transformed to the track axes

using equation 3.7. Then the moment vector EM can be written:

ZM = E “Ms1>L$l"(<P + ÖL) " MspR $)"(‘P ' SR)

" F¤.oL"•. ‘ F1.o„"R]’i 1

+ [ll/ISRL cos(<p + SL) + l\/l3RRcos(1p — SR) + a(FLOR — FLOL)]’f 2

+ [(FLAL c0S(q> + SL) — NL sin(cp + SL))rL [3-25]

+ (FLARcos(1p - SR) - NR sin(<p — SR))rR

+ (FLAL sin(q> + SL) + NL cosltp + SL))a

- (FLAR sin(1p — SR) + NR cos(tp — SR))a],f 3

where a is the rail semi-gage length (see Figure 11).

The yaw equation is obtained from Euler’s equations. The time rate of change of

angular momentum in the tz direction is equal to the sum of the moments about the

t, axis:

|2Ö = ( — FLOL + FLOR)a + MSRL cos(1p + SL) + MSRR cos(q> — SR) [3.26:]

Roll Equation

The derivation of the roll equation of motion is similar to that for the yaw equation.

From Euler’s equation, the time rate of change of the angular momentum in the t, di-

rection is equal to the sum of the moments about the t, axis. Using equations 3.24

and 3.25, the roll equation is:
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lat;} = (FLALcos(<p + SL) — NL sin(tp + SL))rL

+ (FLAR cos(q> — SR) — NR sin(<p — SR))rR
[6.27]

+ (FLALsin(tp + SL) + NL cos(tp + SL))a

—
(FLAR sin(<p — SR) + NR cos(tp — SR))a

Spin Equation

The derivation of the spin equation of motion is similar to that for the yaw equation.

From Euler’s equation, the time rate of change of the angular momentum in the t, di-

rection is equal to the sum of the moments about the t, axis. Using equations 3.24

and 3.25, the spin equation is:

lß=Nl sin(tp+S)+M sin(tp-S)1 s1>L 1. sp, R _ [328]

3.3 Two·Point Contact

The free-body diagram of the wheelset negotiatlng a curve with two-point contact is

shown in Figure 12. The curve is a right hand curve and thus flange contact occurs

at the left wheel. A set of axes is defined at each of the two contact points on the left

wheel. The reference frames {e,} and {e,} denote the contact patch axes for the

flange and tread, respectively. These frames are rotated from the {t} frame as shown

below:
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{6,} = [wp + 6,l] tr} [6.2%]

{Gr} = [Raw + Srl] {Y} [3-29b]

The angles 6, and 6, are the contact angles at the flange and tread, respectively.

As in the case of singIe·point wheel/rail contact, the creep forces are denoted by

FU., Fm , and MS,. Two normal forces develop at the left wheel in two·point contact:

N, is the normal force at the tread and N, is the normal force at the flange. The

normal force developed at the right wheel is NR. The three normal forces are treated

as unknowns in the analysis.

When the wheel flange contacts the rail head, the wheelset Iateral motion is stopped.

ln this state of motion, the Iateral displacement is a constrained variable: x = x,,

where x, is the Iateral displacement to reach flange contact. The additional normal

force at the flange becomes the fifth unknown in this problem.

Thus, there are five unknowns that are solved: the yaw angle, 9; the normal forces

N,, N, , and NR; and the steady-state change in the spin angular velocity, ß. As in the

case of single-point contact, five equations are written to solve for the unknowns. In

the following, these equations are derived.

Lateral Equation

The position vector of the wheelset center of mass is constant in the {a} frame. As-

suming x, < < R,

i
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5 = nä , [6.60]

The acceleration relative to the inertial reference frame is obtained by differentiating

equation 3.30 twice. Using the Transport theorem, equation 3.9, the acceleration

vector is:

2
ii = — —‘,%ä

1 [6.61]

This result is transformed to the {t} frame using equation 3.1:

__ V2 A V2 A

The forces acting on the wheelset are shown in Figure 12. These forces are ex-

pressed in the contact patch reference frame:

Left Tread ET = FLAT§ TT + NT§ 2T + FLOT§ 3T

Left Flange EF FLL-2Té 3F [3.33]

Right Wheel 5,, = l=,_AT§ ,A + l~l,,§ 2A + l=LOT§ 3A

These force vectors are transformed to the track axes {t} using equations 3.7 and

3.30. The resulting force vectors are:

Er = [Fm, COSÜP + ör) " N1Si¤<<1> + 1 °*‘

A A [3.34a]
[NT cos(<p + ST) + FLAT sin(«p + ST)]; 2 + FLOTt 3

El: = [Fm, COSUP + 65) ' N5 $l0(<P + ÖH]? 1 +
A A [3.34b]

[NF cos(lp + SF) + FLAT sin(q> + SF)]t 2 + FLOFL 3
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5,, = [i=LARc¤s(«p — 6,,) — r~1,,sm(«p — 6,,)]E , +
A A [6.24c]

[N, cos(<p — 8,) + FLATT sin(<p — 8,)]; 2 + FLOTTt 3

The lateral equation of motion is obtained by equating the acceleration in the t, di-

rection to the sum ofthe forces in that direction. Using equations 3.13c, 3.32 and 3.34:

V2
- m? = FLAT cos(q> + 8T) + FLAT cos(<p + 8;) + FLAR cos(q> — 8,)

— NT sin(ip + 8T) — N; sin(tp + 8;) — N, sin(<p — 8,) [3.35]

‘
mg(·PSE

Vertical Equation

The derivation of the vertical equation of motion is similar to that for the Iateral

equation. The vertical equation is obtained by equating the acceleration in the tz di-

rection to the sum of the forces in the tz direction. Using equations 3.13c, 3.32, and

3.35:

V2 _ . . .
FLAT sin(<p + 8T) + FLATsin(tp + 8;) + FLATT sin(«p — 8,)

+ NT cos(tp + 8T) + N; cos(<p + 8;) + N, cos(ip — 8,) [3.36]

Yaw Equation

The yaw equation is found using Euler’s equations, as discussed in Section 3.2. The

angular momentum vector for the case of two-point wheel/rail contact is the same as

for the case of singIe·point contact. This result is given in equation 3.24.

T
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The moment vector ZM includes contributions from the wheelset forces (equation

3.34), and the spin creep moments (see Figure 12). The moment vector is:

ZM = [ ' MsRT
$l“((P + Sr) °“ Msi>,$ln((P + öpl ‘ MSR, $l"(¢P °' SR)

' FroTl'r “ Fro,Vi= '
FroRVR]’i

1
+ [MSRT cos(q> + ST) + IVls,Tcos(q> + S,) + MSRTT cos(q> — SR)

A' (Fre, + Fro, ‘° FroR)a]l 2 [3.37]
+ I:FLATrT cos(<p + ST) + FLATr, cos(1p + S,) + FLATTrR cos(<p — SR)
—- NTrT sin(tp + ST) —— N,r, sin(tp + S,) - NRrR sin(1p — SR)

+ (FLAT sin(tp + ST) + FLATsin(tp + S,) —
FLAT sin(<p — SR))a

+ (NT cos(tp + ST) + N, cos(1p + S,) — NR cos(<p — SR))a]’f 3

Finally, the yaw equation is found by equating the time rate of change of the angular

momentum in the t, direction to the sum of the moments about the t, axis. Using

equations 3.24 and 3.37, the yaw equation can be written:

l29 = — (FLOT + FLOT —
FLOTT)a + MSRT cos(tp + ST)

[338]
+ NlS,Tcos(<p + S,) + MSRTT cos(<p — SR)

Roll Equation

The derivation of the roll equation of motion is similar to that for the yaw equation.

From Euler’s equation, the time rate of change of the angular momentum in the t, di-

rection is equal to the sum of the moments about the t, axis. Using equations 3.24

and 3.37, the roll equation is:
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IRQ} = FLATrT cos(<p + ST) + FLAFTF cos(<p + SF) + FLARVR cos(<p — SR)

— NTrT sin(q> + ST) — NFrF sin(ip + SF) - NRrR sin(<p — SR)
[2.69]

+ (FLAT sin(ip + ST) + FLATsin(q> + SF) —
FLAR sin(<p — SR))a

+ (NT cos(q> + ST) + NF cos(q> + SF) — NR cos(tp — SR))a

Spin Equation

The derivation of the spin equation of motion is similar to that for the yaw equation.

From EuIer’s equation, the time rate of change of the angular momentum in the t, di-

rection is equal to the sum of the moments about the t, axis. Using equations 3.24

and 3.37, the spin equation is:

ITS = MSRT sin(tp + ST) + MSRTsin(ip + SF) + MSRR sin(<p — SR)
[3 40]

+ F¤.oTVr + Fi.oF"s= +

FLoRVn3.4Steady·State Equations of Motion

The assumption for steady-state analysis is that the time-varying terms of the gov-

erning differential equations vanish. The resulting equations are a system of nonlin-

ear, algebraic equations. In the following, the steady-state equations for single-point

and two-point contact are obtained. The equations of motion derived in Sections 3.2

and 3.3 are used, and it is assumed that all the time-varying terms are zero.
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3.4.1 SingIe·Point Contact

The differential equations of motion for single-point contact are derived in Section 3.2.

The steady·state equations are summarized below.

Lateral Equation

0 = FLAL cos(<p + SL) + FLAR cos(<p — SR)
[3.41]— NL sin(q> + SL) — NR sin(<p — SR) + mglpo

Vertical Equation

O = FLAL sin(¢p + SL) + FLAR $in(ip — SR)

+ NL cos(q> + SL) + NR cos(<p — SR) [3.42]
V2

" m(?*Pss + Q)

Yaw Equation

0 = ( — FLOL + FLOR)a + MSRL cos(q> + SL) + MSRR cos(<p — SR) [3.43]

Roll Equation

0 SL) — NL sinllp + 6L))rL

+ <F0„¤¤S<·v — 6R> — NR Sinlw — 6Rl>tR [2.44]
+ lF0tLSi¤l<„¤ + 60 + NL<>¤S<<p + 60>¤
‘ (FURR $i¤(<l> — SR) + NR cos(cp — SR))a
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Spin Equation

0 = MSFLsin(q> + SL) + MSFR sin(<p — ÖR)
[3.45]

+ Fl.o,_'1. + F¤.o„"R

The term q>T, in the lateral equation is the cant deficiency:

V2
(p = -- — ( [3.46]o Rg Psa

The cant deficiency is an angular measure of the lateral force imbalance between the

centrifugal and gravitational forces.

3.4.2 Two-Point Contact

The differential equations of motion for two-point contact are derived in Section 3.3.

The steady-state equations are summarized below.

Lateral Equation

0 = FLAT cos(ip + ST) + FLAFCOS(q> + SF) + FLAR cos((p — SR)

— NT sin(q> + ST) — NF sin(q> + SF) - NR sin(<p — SR) [3.47]

+ m9<Po
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Vertical Equation

0 = FLAT sin(q) + ST) + FLATsin(<p + SF) + FLAT sin(<p — ÖR)

+ NT cos(<p + ST) + NF cos(cp + SF) + NR cos(<p — SR) [3.48]
2

9)

Yaw Equation

0 = · (Ho, + Fm, · FL¤„)¤ [3.49]
+ MSRT cos(<p + ST) -4- MSFTcos(<p + SF) + NISRTT cos(<p — SR)

Roll Equation .

0 = FLATrT cos((p + ST) + FLATrF cos(q> + SF) + FLARrR cos(«p — ÖR)

— NTrT sin(q> + ST) - NFrF sin(q) + SF) —— NRrR sin(<p — ÖR)
[3.50]

+ (FLAT sin(q> + ST) + FLATsin((p + SF) — FLARsin(<p — SR))a

+ (NT cos(<p + ST) + NF cos(<p + SF) — NR cos(<p — SR))a

Spin Equation

O = Ms4=,S4¤<<o + ST) + MSF,s¤¤<q> + SF) + MSpRSin(tp — 6,.)
[3 51]

+ F¤.oT"v "' FLOFrF + F1.o„VR '
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3.5 Summary

This chapter shows the derivation of the equations of motion for a wheelset on curved

track. The equations include both single-point and two-point wheel/rail contact con-

ditions. The generalized forces in the equations of motion are the wheel/rail contact

forces. ln the next chapter, the finite element method is discussed as a method to

calculate these contact forces.

The wheelset steady-state equations were obtained by dropping the time—varying

terms from the differential equations of motion. The steady-state equations constitute

a system of nonlinear, algebraic equations. Newton’s method is used to solve these

equations in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

Finite Element Analysis of the Contact Mechanics

Problem

The basic principles of mechanics of a wheelset traversing a curved track were pre-

sented in the last two chapters. The wheel/rail contact problem and the resulting

creep forces were discussed in Chapter 2. These creep forces were used to develop

the equations of motion of a wheelset on curved track in Chapter 3. A solution to this

twofold problem is presented in the following chapters. ln this chapter, a method is

presented for computing the rolling contact forces using the finite element method.

ln Chapter 5, a method is presented for solving the nonlinear equations of motion.

The ABAQUS finite element program (ABAQUS User’s Manual, 1985) was used un-

successfully as a method to calculate the wheel/rail creep forces. ABAQUS is a

nonlinear finite element program which is capable of solving the contact problem as

discussed in Section 2.3. The model used to represent the wheel, rail, and wheel/rail

interface is presented in this chapter. Also, the method used to simulate the wheel
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rolling with creep is discussed. The pre- and post-processing programs used in this

analysis are briefly outlined. Finally, several example contact problems and rolling

contact problems are presented.

V 4.1 Finite Element Model

Generally, there are four characteristics which describe a finite element model:
•

model geometry
•

element type
•

material properties
•

boundary conditions

The first three characteristics are discussed below for the wheel/rail finite element

model. The boundary conditions for the model are discussed in the following section.

The wheel and rail structures are shown in Figure 13a. Recall from Section 2.1 that

only a small part of the wheel and rail are deformed near the region of contact. The

remainder of these bodies undergo rigid·body displacements. This fact was used to

simplify the wheel/rail model. Only a relatively small portion of the wheel and rail _

near the region of contact was modelled.

This simplification is justified in two ways. First, the parts of the wheel and rail which

are not modelled are undergoing approximately rigid-body motion. This motion can

be accounted for by the boundary conditions alone. Second, all the information re-

quired by the analysis is still present in the simpllfied model. The contact patch ge-

ometry, stress distribution, and reaction forces can be solved accurately.
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A typical model geometry is shown in Figure 13b. The wheel geometry is obtained

by revolvlng the wheel profile around the wheel’s axis of revolution. The wheel pro-

file is usually specified by a set of equations or by a set of coordinates. The rail head

geometry is obtained by extruding the rail head profile through some distance. The

rail head profile is also specified using equations or coordinates.

The wheel and rail were modelled using isoparametric, parabolic, solid elements.

Two such elements were used (see Figure 14): a 20-node element and a 27-node

variable node element. The 27-node variable node element was used in the layer of

elements adjacent to the contact surface. This element allowed the use of an extra

node on the contact surface. Thus better accuracy was obtained in the contact anal-

ysis. The 20-node element was used in the remainder of the model. This modelling

technique is recommended by HKS (ABAQUS User's Manual, 1985). Geometric non-

linearities were not included in the analysis.

The wheel/rail interface was modelled using an 18-node interface element, shown in

Figure 15. This element connects corresponding nodes on the wheel and rail bodies.

The interface element detects contact between the two bodies. The element trans-

mits the normal and shear contact forces when a contact condition exists.

The solid elements are isotropic and linearly elastic. These elements are character-

ized by the elasticity constants: Youngs modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio, v . The

properties of steel were used for both the wheel and the rail:

E = 30 x 106 psi

v = 0.30
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The interface elements obey the Coulomb friction law, with the addition of the

stiffness-in·stick coefficient discussed in Chapter 2. The Coulomb friction law is

characterized by the coefficient of friction, u. The value of u depends on the "clean·

liness" of the contacting surfaces. Oily, wet, and contaminated surfaces tend to re-

duce p. ln the present analysis, the value of u was:

p. = 0.65

4.2 Analysis of the Creep Forces

The analysis of the creep forces was completed in two steps. First, a static load was

applied to the model to simulate the weight supported on the contact patch. Second,

the wheel was "rolled" on the rail with some amount of slip. The static load remained

constant throughout the "rolling" step. The creep forces were obtained by summing

the reaction forces on the wheel. This analysis procedure is discussed in greater

detail below.

4.2.1 Static Analysis

The model configuration for the static load is shown in Figure 16. The wheel is con-

strained by "rollers” placed on all the interior edges. The rail is constrained in the

2- and 3~directions by "roIIers" on the interior edges.
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The static load is applied to the rail as follows. All nodes on the bottom edge of the

rail are constrained to have the same vertical displacement. This is done by leaving

one node active and reducing the remaining nodes on the edge out of the problem.

Then a vertical force P is applied to the active node. This load remains in place for

the subsequent rolling analysis.

The vertical load is reacted by the rollers along the top edge of the wheel. The sum

of the reaction forces at these rollers is equal and opposite to the applied load. This

can be written as:

gal = — P [4.11
I

where Rl denotes the reaction force at the i’th constraint in the 1-direction.

4.2.2 Longitudinal Creep Force Analysis

ln this analysis it is necessary to simulate the wheel rolling with slip, or creepage.

This is done by making use of the rigid-body behavior of the wheel in the contact

problem. The interior edges of the wheel model are assumed to be sufficiently far

from the contact region so their displacements are rigid-body dlplacements. Then the

motion of these edges ls kinematically constrained and can be specified exactly.

The creepage is introduced into the rolling as follows. Figure 17a shows a point Q

on the wheel which undergoes rigid-body motion. In Figure 17b, the point has moved

to a new position Q'. ln doing so, the wheel has rotated by an amount 9 and trans-

lated longitudinally by an amount y. When the wheel rolls "perfectly", with no
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creepage, then y = R9 . ln order to introduce creepage, the wheel translation is

specified such that y es R9. -

The longitudinal creepage is defined as:

y — R9
CLO =

'TThusbraking ( y > R9 ) corresponds to a positive creepage, and traction ( y < R9 )

corresponds to a negative creepage. Given LLC, and y, the rigid-body position of the

wheel is kinematically constrained. The position of the interior edges of the wheel

model are determined in this manner. The new position of each node on these edges

ls computed and specified using enforced displacement boundary conditions. The

loading configuration is shown in Figure 17c.

This method for simulating rolling changed the constraint condition on the interior

edges of the model. The roller type boundary conditions were replaced by point

constraints. This change was necessary to model the position of the wheel as it

rolled along the rail surface. This rolling simulation could not be achieved using the

roller type boundary conditions. The point constraints allowed specification of the

exact location of the wheel boundary in a kinematically constrained position.

The longitudinal creep force generated by the above loading scheme is reacted by

the wheel. The sum of the reaction forces at the wheel constraints is equal and op-

posite to the creep force:

ZR; = — FLO [4.a]
l

i
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4.3 Pre- and Post-Processing Programs

This analysis required the preparation of hundreds of finite element models. Subse-

quently, voluminous amounts of finite element results were reduced to obtain the

creep forces. Several pre- and post·processing programs were written to facilitate

the analysis. These are described below.
A

Finite Element Model Generation Program (FEMG)

The FEMG program is pre·processor that creates the finite element model data file.

This file includes:
•

nodal coordinates (model geometry)
•

node set definitions
•

node constraint equations
•

element connectivity
•

material properties

The user provides data for the wheel and rail profiles, the contact position on the

wheel and rail, and for the mesh density.

Rolling Boundary Conditions Program (RBC)

The RBC program is a pre-processor that computes the boundary conditions to sim-

ulate rolling. The user supplies the distance rolled and the creepage. The program

calculates the displaced position
;‘

of the nodes on the edge of the wheel. The
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superscript i denotes the i’th step in rolling. The value for the enforced displacement

boundary condition is found by:

A = t' — l;° t4.41

where ;° is the initial coordinate of the node. This calculation is done for the nodes

on the interior boundaries of the wheel at each step i.

Reaction Force Post-Proccessor (RFPP)

The RFPP is used to determine the reaction loads on the wheel and the rail from the

rolling analysis. The program scans the finite element program output file, and lo-

cates the section of output containing the boundary condition reaction forces. These

forces are summed for the three directions, for both the wheel and the rail.

4.4 Example #1: Hertzian Contact Problem

The first example is a static analysis of two cylinders perpendicular to one another,

shown in Figure 18a. The top and bottom cylinders are referred to as cylinder 1 and

cylinder 2, respectively. The principal radii of curvature of the two cylinders are:

i
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R1 = 16.5 inches

R'1 = CD

R2 = CO

R'2 = 10.0 inches

where the subscript denotes the cylinder number. The two cylinders are pressed

together by a load P = 3500 pounds.

The finite element representation of the contact region is shown in Figure 18b. The

model used 3618 degrees-of·freedom (DOF) and 175 parabolic elements. The interior

edges were constrained by "rolIer” type boundary conditions. On the wheel, the node

set "WTOP" was constrained in the 1·direction (see Figure 18a); the node set ”EDGE2"

was constrained in the 2-direction; and the node set "EDGE3" was constrained in the

3-direction. On the rail, the node set "RAIL2" was constrained in the 2-direction and

the node set "RAlL3" was constrained in the 3-direction. The nodes in set "RBOT"

were constrained to have the same motion in the 1·direction. One node remained

active in the set. The load P was applied to this node.

The theoretical solution to this problem is obtained using the equations from Section

2.2. First, the geometry parameters A and B are computed using equation [2.2]:

1 1 1 . -1A = —; +i = 0.0303032 ( R1 R2)
'"

1 1 1 . -1B =———+—— =0.051n
2

( RI1 Rr2 )

i
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Next, the various stress and deflection factors are found from Figure 4. For
B .

-2*- = 1.65, these are.

k = 0.70

Cb =

= 0.73

The semi-radii of the contact ellipse are given by equation [2.6]:

1= —ba k
3 zi

b = cb\/ PA

where

1 1 — vi 1 — vi _
= ———l- + ——- = 7.55 10" ’Ib"A A + B( E, E, ) X m

P = 3500 Ib.

Therefore, the semi-radii are:

a = 0.154 inches

b = 0.108 inches

The maximum normal stress at the center of the contact patch is given by equation

[2.7]:

- b - -omax — c„(—) — 104. ks:
A

The normal stress distribution in the contact patch is elliptical and can be written as:

y L
mtv.:) = ¤.„„,.[1 — tg)2
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The theoretical and finite element results are compared in Figure 19. The finite ele-

ment results agree well with the Hertz solution at the computed locations.

4.5 Example #2: Non-Hertzian Contact Problem

The second example is a static analysis of two axisymmetric bodies perpendicular to

one another, shown in Figure 20a. Body 1 has a discontinuous radius of curvature

R', at the point of contact, z=0:

R, = 16.5 inches

R', = S0 z < 0

R', = 14.0 inches z > 0

Body 2 is cylindrical and has the same dimensions as in Example #1:

R2 = S0

R'2 = 10.0 inches

The two bodies are pressed together by a force P =3500 pounds.

The finite element representation of the contact region is shown in Figure 20b. The

model is comprised of 3618 DOF and 175 parabolic elements. The boundary condi-

tions are the same as for the model in Example #1.
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The theoretical solution for this non·Hertzian contact problem is not available in

closed form. However, a numerical solution to the problem was obtained using the

computer program CONWHEEL (Paul and Singh, 1982). CONWHEEL uses a finite dif-

ference method to discretize and solve the equillbium equations in the contact patch.

The CONWHEEL and finite element results are compared in Figure 21. The finite el-
”

ement stress results agree well with the CONWHEEL solution. The contact patch

shape predicted by the finite element method also matches the CONWHEEL solution.

4.6 Example #3: Rolling Contact Problem

The third example is a rolling contact analysis of two cylindrical bodies perpendicular

to one another. The geometry of the two cylinders is the same as for the static

Hertzian contact example. The problem is shown again in Figure 22a.

The finite element representation is similar to that of Example #1. However, for this

example, the length of the model in the rolling direction was increased to allow the

model to roll some distance. The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 22b. The

model used 6831 DOF and 350 parabolic elements.

The loading was applied in two steps. The first step applied a vertical load to the

model to simulate the wheelset weight. The boundary conditions for this step were

the same as for Example #1. The vertical load remained in place for the subsequent

rolling analysis.

A
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The next step was to roll the wheel along the rail. This was done by specifying the

displacement of the wheel edges. These displacements were determined according

to equation 4.4 to introduce a specified creepage as the wheel rolled. The boundary

conditions on the rail remained constant for the rolling analysis.

The rolling step was actually completed in several substeps. In each substep of the

rolling analysis the wheel was rolled by a small increment with a specified Iongitudi-

nal creepage. The increment was kept small to assure convergence of the nonlinear

finite element solution.

ln the first example run with this model, the creepage was set to a relatively large

value, go = 0.01. The model was run with an increment dy=0.05 inches. The results

for this case are shown in Figure 23. The creep force which develops reaches the

adhesion limit within two steps. This is the expected result for a large creepage.

In the second example run with this model, the creepage was set to QLO = 0.001.

According to Kalker’s theory, this level of creepage should produce a creep force

below the adhesion limit. The results for this case are shown in Figure 24. The creep

force increases and reaches a steady value as the wheel rolls. However, the

steady·state value ls less than the creep force predicted by Kalker’s theory.

Several changes were made to the model in an attempt to make the finite element

results match Kalker’s theory. Some of these changes had little effect. For instance,

changing the translation increment did not significantly affect the results. Also,

changing the method of modelling the wheelset rolling did not make a difference. In

this case the rail was translated in the negative y-direction while the wheelset was
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spun about its axis. This produced the same results as for the wheelset spining and

translating.

One parameter did significantly affect the results as it was varied. This was the

”stiffness-in-stick" (SIS) coefficient, a property of the interface element. The SIS

transfers the shear force across the interface element when a contact condition ex-

ists. As the SIS was increased. the creep force increased. For large values of SIS

the nonlinear finite element equation solver encountered numerical difficulty. The

variation of the steady value of the creep force as a function of the SIS is shown in

Table 1. For SIS values greater than 5x 10*, the finite element algorithm could not

converge to a solution. For SIS values below 5 x 10*, the creep force does not reach

the value predicted by KaIker’s theory.

Table 1. Normalized Creep Force versus SIS (Creepage=0.001)

Normalized Creep Force
1.E7 0.03710-2=‘>¤¤

¤¤ ¤¤¤v@r¤@¤¤@

4.7 Summary

The work described in this chapter attempted to calculate the wheel/rail contact

forces using the finite element method. The wheel/rail model and analysis technique

were discussed. Several pre- and post-processing programs were presented. The

}
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static contact problem was solved correctly for both Hertzian and non-Hertzian con-

tact geometries. However, the method was not successful in solving the rolling con-

tact problem. The rolling contact force results would have been used to solve the

wheelset steady-state curving equatlons in the next chapter.

lt appears that the major unresolved problem in the application of ABAQUS to the

problem of rolling contact with slip is associated with the stiffness-in·stick parameter.
4

When a low value of this parameter was used, the elasticity of the contact element in

shear was significant in comparison to the elasticity of the contacting bodies.

Therefore the stiffness-in·stick parameter influenced the results. Convergence of the

nonlinear finite element code could not be achieved when a higher SIS value was

used.
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Chapter 5

Solution of the Steady-State Equations of Motion

The derivation of the steady-state equations of motion was included in Chapter 3. The

work reported in this chapter was accomplished to provide a basis for a computer

solution to the steady-state equations. This solution was to have incorporated the fi-

nite element computation of the contact forces. The solution presented in this chap-

ter using KaIker’s method was intended to be a reference solution.

The equations of motion constitute a system of five nonlinear, algebraic equations in

five unknowns. Solving the system of nonlinear equations requires the use of an it-

erative method. Newton’s method in several variables was chosen since it exhibits

quadratic convergence (Johnson and Reiss, 1982). ln the following, Newton’s

method and its implementation are discussed.
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5.1 Newton’s Method in Several Variables

The nonlinear equations can be written in the form:

r,(x,,x,,...,x,,) = 0 1 = 1, 2, ,11 [6.1]

where the f, are nonlinear functions, and the x, are the unknown variables. The

problem statement can be simplified by using vector notation (Johnson and Reiss,

1982). Let gg = {x} = {x, x, x„}’ be a vector containing the n solution variables.

Then the system of equations in 5.1 can be written as:

[5-2]

Newton’s method is a fixed-point iteration sheme. The iterative method results in a

series of iterates {x},., that converges quadratically to the solution of equation 5.1.

This series is given by:

{><}«+1 = {X}1 · [J(x„)]_1{F<x.)} [5.3]

where [J(x,)] is the Jacobian of {F} at x,.

The Jacobian matrix represents the derivative of {F} with respect to the solution

vector 5. That is, the (i,j)th component of the Jacobian matrix is the derivative of the

i’th equation with respect to the j’th variable:

“f
x

[5-4]
' ox,

i
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ln practice, it is numerically inefficient to compute the inverse of a matrix. Thus the

series in equation 5.3 is computed as follows. A new variable {dx} is defined:

{dx},+, = {x},„., - {x},. Then equation 5.3 is rewritten as:

[~l(x:)]{d><}:+: = — {Flxti} [5-5]

Equation 5.5 represents a system of simultaneous equations that can be solved by a °

linear equation solver. After solving for {dx}, the next iterate is found by:

{X}:+1 = {X}: + {dX}:+1 [5-6]

Equations 5.5 and 5.6 are used to compute the series {x},-, that converges to the

solution of equation 5.1.

A convergence criteria is required to stop the iteration. A useful criteria is the norm

of a vector. A norm is a function that gives some measure of the size of a vector.

For this analysis, the infinity norm of {dx} was used. The infinity norm is equal to the

largest component of a vector:

lldxllwThe

iteration is stopped when ||dx||„ is less than some tolerance, 5:

lldxlloo < Ö [5-B]

Then {x},., is taken as the solution.
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5.2 The Jacobian Matrix

The Jacobian matrix is a square matrix defined by equation 5.4. lt is necessary that

the Jacobian matrix be computed accurately to ensure convergence using Nevvton’s

method. lf the functions {F(x)} are defined explicitly in terms of x, then equation 5.4

can be used to compute [J(x)] exactly.

However, in the formulation proposed by this report, the functions {F(x)} are not given

explicitly in terms of x. Specifically, the equations of motion contain expressions for

the creep forces. These creep forces are calculated by using the finite element

method. Thus these terms cannot be differentiated analytically.

instead, the Jacobian matrix is computed numerically. The differential in equation

5.4 is approximated using the trapezoidal rule:

ox, 8

where,

8,,=Ü k=1,2,...,n k¢j

6, = 6

The vector 5 has the effect of perturbing the j’th component of the solution vector x .

Thus F,(x) is varied with respect to x,.

If 6 is chosen sufficiently small, then equation 5.9 provides a good approximation to

equation 5.4. in this analysis, 6 was chosen to be a fraction of x,:
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c = cx, [5.10]

where c < < 1. This provided a consistent perturbation of 5 when the components

of 5 varied greatly in magnitude.

Several test cases were completed to verify that equation 5.9 was a good approxi-

mation for the Jacobian matrix. The tests used a set of polynomial functions that

could be differentiated exactly. These tests showed that for c = 10" , excellent

agreement was obtained between equations 5.4 and 5.9.

5.3 Computer Implementation of Newton’s Method

One of the attractive features of Newton’s method is that it is easily implemented in

a computer program. The computer program CURV written to solve the nonlinear

equations of motion is briefly discussed below.

The flowchart for the program is shown in Figure 25. The program begins by reading

data for the initial guess of the solution vector, 5, and for the convergence tolerance,

8. Additionally, all other program variables and arrays are initialized.

Next, the iteration loop begins. The function vector {F(5)} is calculated using the

equations summarized in Section 3.4. The program must decide to use either the

singIe—point or the two-point contact equations. This is done by considering the

maximum Iateral displacement that the wheelset can undergo before flanging, x,. The

\
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lldxg < 5

Y

Figure 25. Flowchart for Nonlinear Equation Solver
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program checks for flanging by comparing the wheelset lateral displacement, x, to

x < x, program uses single-point contact equations

x 2 x, program uses two-point contact equations

The Jacobian matrix [J(x)] is computed using equation 5.9.

The system of equations [J(x,)]{dx},,, = — {F(x,)} is solved using Gauss elimination.

Then the solution vector is updated using {x},., = {x}, + {dx},,, . The norm ||dx||„ is

computed and compared to the convergence tolerance. If ||dxl|,,, < 5, then {x},,, is

taken as the solution. Otherwise, the program begins a new iteration.

5.4 Example Problem Using Kalker’s Theory

An example problem is presented here to demonstrate the operation of program

CURV. ln order for CURV to evaluate the function vector {F(_x)}, it must be able to

solve for the creep forces. For this solution, Kalker’s linear theory is used to calcu-

late the creep forces. The creep force saturation is computed according to the mod-

ified Vermeulen-Johnson model (Nagurka, et al., 1982).

Kalker’s linear theory is given by equation 2.12 in Section 2.3. The creep force coef-

ficients F,_,_ in equation 2.12 are computed by the wheel/rail characterization program

WHRAIL (see Section 2.1). The creepages Q, are derived by Nagurka (1983). The

steady-state creepage expressions are summarized below:

j
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QLALR = — rLRp9 sec(<p ic SLR) [5.11a]

. 1
QSRLIR = — ps¤n(q> :l: SLR) :l: SLR) [5.11b]

aQLOL-R = 1 J: rLRp [5.11c]

where ,

rLR = left and right wheel rolling radii

r,, = nominal wheel radius

- L Lp — ru + V .

The creep forces are calculated in subroutine CFORCE of program CURV.

The example problem is illustrated in Figure 26. A wheelset traverses a constant

radius curve with velocity V. The track semi·gage length and superelevation are

typical for track found in the United States. The wheelset profile used in this example

is the CNA 33-inch profile. The rail profile is the AREA 132-lb rail. The various con-

straint functions for the wheel/rail pair (roll angle, wheel/rail contact position) are

shown in Figure 2 of Section 2.1 (page 12). The Iateral displacement at flanging, x,,

is determined from the wheel contact position function. The flange contact occurs

at the point where the contact position function becomes discontinuous. The value

of x, is the corresponding value for the wheelset Iateral displacement. For this prob-

lem, x, = 0.0325 ft.

In the first case run with this example, the curve radius is held constant (R = 1145 ft)

and the wheelset velocity is varied. As the velocity changes, the wheelset centrifugal

i
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<PsEFigure26. Example Wheelset Curving Problem
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force changes as well. This wheelset loading is expressed in terms of the cant defi-

ciency, (pu :

V2
= — — ( [6.12](Po Rg Psa

The cant deficiency is a measure of the unbalance between the resultant wheelset

body forces and the normal forces. The body forces are the centrifugal and gravity

forces. When ipu = O, the body forces are balanced by the normal forces at the wheel.

This condition is referred to as balanced running. When tpu a= 0, then there is a net

lateral force acting upon the wheelset. This force is represented by the term mgipu

in the steady-state lateral equations (see eq. 3.41 and 3.47). The net lateral force is

reacted by creep forces acting at the contact patches.

The results for the wheelset lateral displacement and yaw rotation are shown in Fig-

ure 27. The wheelset remains in single-point contact for this case. The yaw angle

varies nearly linearly with the cant deficiency. This demonstrates the coupling be-

tween the wheelset yaw and lateral load. This coupling is shown in the lateral

creepage expression: Qu, E — 9. The wheelset yaw produces a lateral creepage, and

by equation 2.12, a lateral creep force. This lateral force equilibrates the unbalance

force from ipu. The lateral displacement remains nearly constant.

The change in the wheelset spin angular velocity is shown in Figure 28. The change

in spin rate varies nearly linearly with the cant deficiency. This change results in a

lateral creepage, as shown by equation 5.11a, and thus a lateral creep force. There-

fore the change in spin velocity is also coupled to the net lateral load.

The normal Ioads at the wheels vary nearly linearly with ipu as shown in Figure 29.
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The left and right normal loads are nearly equal for (po equal to zero, which is ex-

pected for balanced running. The normal load becomes greater at the left wheel for

positive q>„,, and becomes greater at the right wheel for negative ipo.

In the second case, the wheelset velocity is held constant (V=75 ft/sec) and the

curve radius is varied. As the curve radius decreases, a net moment is produced at

the wheelset. This net moment is in the yaw direction and is a result of the change

in the Iongitudinal creep forces at the wheels. These forces are proportional to the

Iongitudinal creepages:

aZt VL,RF‘) [513]

Thus a decrease in the curve radius R causes FLOL to decrease and FLOR to increase.

The result is a net moment acting on the wheelset.

The results for the wheelset lateral displacement and yaw rotation are shown in Fig-

ure 30. As the curve radius decreases, the wheelset moves laterally until flange

contact occurs. This result demonstrates the coupling between the wheelset lateral

displacement and the yaw moment. The lateral displacement has the effect of re-

ducing the change in the Iongitudinal creep forces, and thus the net moment. This

is shown by assuming that the rolling radius is proportional to the lateral displace-

ment of the wheelset:

1,,,, = rO(1 ac Ax) [6.14]

where A is the conicity of the wheel. Substituting equation 5.14 into the Iongitudinal

creep force expression yields:
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[6.16]

where Q is the nominal wheelset spin rate, Q. = Thus the net moment produced

by the decreasing radius R is balanced by an increase in the lateral displacement x.

When the wheelset flanges, the Iateral displacement is constrained. Then the

wheelset cannot undergo a Iateral displacement to balance any further yaw moment.

ln this case, the longitudinal creep forces that develop at the flange and tread of the

left wheel are in opposite directions. This provides the additional balancing moment

to equilibrate the effect of the decreasing radius. ln addition, the change in spin an-

gular velocity contributes to reducing the net yaw moment.

The change in spin angular velocity is shown in Figure 31. The spin rate varies nearly

linearly with cant deficiency. As in the first example, this change produces a Iateral

creep force that balances the net Iateral body force. Also, as is shown in equation

5.15, the change in spin rate affects the longitudinal creep force. This change con-

tributes to the reduction of the net yaw moment produced by the longitudinal creep

force imbalance.

The normal forces at the wheels behave much the same as in the first case, as shown

in Figure 32. As ipo becomes positive, the normal load becomes greater at the left

wheel. When flanging occurs, a normal force develops at the flange. This normal

force increases as the curve becomes more severe. The normal force on the tread

of the left wheel reaches a peak after flange contact. This normal force then de-

creases as the curve becomes more severe. Eventually the normal force at the tread

would reach zero and contact would cease at the tread. Then the wheelset would be
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in a condition of single-point contact again; the contact position on the left wheel

would be on the flange. This condition is referred to as wheel climb and is a pre-

cursor to derailment.

These two cases have demonstrated the important characteristics of a wheelset in

steady-state curving. These are summarized below:

•
The wheelset yaw is coupled to the wheelset Iateral load. A cant deficiency re-

sults in a Iateral force unbalance and wheelset yaw.

•
The wheelset Iateral displacement is coupled to the wheelset yaw moment. ln

curving, a yaw moment is produced from the unbalance of the longitudinal creep

forces.

•
During flanging, the longitudinal creep forces developed at the two contact points

of the flanging wheel are in opposite directions. This produces a moment that

balances the net yaw moment due to curving.

•
The normal loads at the wheels are proportional to the cant deficiency for

single-point contact.

•
The change in the wheelset spin angular velocity is proportional to the cant defi-

ciency.
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5.5 Summary

Newton’s method was used to solve the nonlinear, algebraic, steady-state wheelset

equations of motion. The computer implementation of the method was discussed.

An example problem was presented that used a heuristic theory to calculate the sat-

urating creep forces. The program results for this example were discussed in detail.
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Chapter 6

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

6.1 Summary

The motion of a rail vehicle on a curved track is governed by the creep forces that

develop at the wheel/rail interface. Most curving studies use a creep force law that

assumes a condition of Hertzian contact geometry at the interface. However, this

assumption is invalid for contact near the wheel flange and for worn wheels. The

purpose of this work was to investigate the use of the finite element method for pre-

dicting the creep forces and solvlng the steady-state curving problem.

The mechanics of wheel/rail contact were investigated. Several methods for calcu-

lating the wheel/rail contact forces were presented. The wheelset equations of mo-

tion for the general problem of two-point contact were derived. The generalized

forces in these equations were the creep forces and moments. The finite element

i
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program ABAQUS was tried unsuccessfully as a method to solve for the creep forces.

Pre- and post-processor programs were written to facilitate the finite element analy-

sis. Several examples of the finite element method solution of static contact prob-

lems were presented. These results compared well to theory and other published

results. However, the finite element method was not successful in solving the rolling

contact problem. The nonlinear steady-state equations of motion were solved using
i

Newton’s method. An example steady-state curving problem demonstrated the basic

characteristics of a wheelset: the lateral motion is coupled to the net yaw moment,

and the yaw rotation is coupled to the net lateral load. The steady-state curving al-

gorithm described by this report is ready to implement the finite element solution of

the creep forces.

6.2 Conclusions

The finite element method can be used to analyze static contact problems. The

method was verified for both Hertzian and non·Hertzian contact examples. Thus this

method can be used to determine the contact patch boundary and contact pressure

distribution for the wheel/rail interface.

The finite element program ABAQUS was not successful in solving the rolling contact

problem. The method correctly predicted saturated creep forces for large creepages.

However, the finite element results for small creepages did not match the results of

KaIker’s theory. lt appears that the primary reason ls that the contact element could

not be made sufficiently stiff in shear. As the e|ement’s shear stlffness was in·
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creased, the creep forces approached KaIker’s theory. However, the solution algo-

rithm failed to converge before the correct creep force value was obtained. Another

contributor may be that the mesh was not sufficiently refined. However, the model

used ln this analysis allocated practically all the storage available to the program.

The finite element method was very costly for solving the contact problem. The

computational effort required for the highly nonlinear problem was tremendous. A

typical static analysis required approximately 1000 seconds of CPU time on an lBM

3090. A typical rolling contact problem required on the order of 10,000 seconds of

CPU time. Even if the method were successful in calculating the creep forces, the

cost may be prohibitive for a practical analysis.

6.3 Recommendations

Future research should investigate the ability of the finite element method to model

rolling contact with slip. The ABAQUS program should be studied further to find ways

to improve the convergence of the nonlinear solution algorithm. This may be possi-

ble through mesh refinement, or by improved modelling of the rolling contact

boundary conditions. As research continues in this field, other programs may be-

come available that can solve the rolling contact problem. These should be studied

to find if they offer any improved features compared to ABAQUS.

If this method is not successful, a contact element could be developed with the de-

slred capability. This approach is advantageous in that it allows complete specifica-
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tion of the constitutive properties. Such an element could be incorporated into an

existing commercial finite element code. Alternatively, the element could be lncor-

porated into a finite element program developed solely for the rolling contact prob-

lem. Such a code would be more limited than a general purpose commercial code,

but may be more efficient. Thus the solution time may be reduced, making the con-

tact problem more tractable.
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